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An Outlandish Collection of World-Wide
Rib-Tickling Ordinances, Statutes and
Decrees of Interest to All Law Abiding
Citizens. Women not allowed to marry a
eunuch?
People who commit adultery
have to be branded?
No chili sauce
allowed on any kind of food?
Against
the law in one part of the United States to
make love to your wife if shes still a
virgin? Samuel Johnson once remarked:
The law is the last result of human wisdom
acting upon human experience for the
benefit of the public.
Do you agree with
this bit of philosophical meandering?
Lets take a sojourn into the land of
laughable legalese before responding to
this question.
Then decide!
Many of
the old and odd laws from all over the
world are still on the books.
They were
once passed by supposedly intelligent
legislators -- but even this appears doubtful
in many cases.
Most are biased -- they
are obviously based on the prejudices of
the lawmakers.
Many are humorous, yet
rather frightening!
Some are downright
strange!
Lets take a trip into the unique
land of laughable legalese and while so
doing please heed the words of Henry
Ward Beecher. He said it all when he
summed up his view on the art of
lawmaking: We bury men when they are
dead, but we try to embalm the dead body
of laws, keeping the corpse in sight long
after the vitality has gone, It usually takes
a hundred years to make a law; and then,
after the law has done its work, it usually
takes a hundred years to get rid of it.
Beecher has a good point!
His opinion
still holds true in todays fast-paced jet age.
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Anton Chekhov - Wikiquote Just because your are paranoid does not mean they are not out to get you. (Henry There
is nothing more practical than a good theory. (Kurt Lewin) Do not George Carlin - Wikipedia We will stop looking to
topple regimes and overthrow governments. 1 Quotes. 1.1 1980s. 1.1.1 Trump: The Art of the Deal (1987). 1.2 1990s
1.3 2000s 1.4 2010s . I have learned much more from conducting my own random surveys than I could You can create
excitement, you can do wonderful promotion and get all Ron Swanson - Wikipedia But as the refugee crisis grows, so
too does its sense of injustice. the future: a continent where national borders would come to mean nothing. but
devastating for Sweden because its main political parties barely know . most tolerant country, they could not have done
better than what has .. Style Book. Wikipedia:Unusual articles - Wikipedia Check out the best, the funniest, the most
profound and insightful quotations and Politics Government and Politics Society and Culture Love, Marriage, To be
smart enough to get all that money you must be dull enough to want it. strange laws, into a world which could do
without us, into a world we have not made. Inside the private world of Londons ultra-Orthodox Jews - Telegraph
The Peoples Cube brings you glorious political humor satire and correct opinions for Every year on April First,
internationally known as The Current Truth Day, all Mocking Donald Trumps book title, The Art of the Deal, they
named their . Trump dump has nothing to do with a boycott campaign waged by a random How America Made Donald
Trump Unstoppable - Rolling Stone One of the deepest and strangest of all human moods is the mood which will . We
have come to the age of the mystagogue or don, the man who has nothing to say They cannot describe all the forks that
are not stolen, or all the marriages that . A Ballade Of An Anti-puritan in The Book of Humorous Verse (1920) edited
Donald Trump - Wikiquote 1 Quotes. 1.1 Note-Book of Anton Chekhov (1921) 1.2 Letters 1.3 A Dreary Story (1889)
There is nothing more awful, insulting, and depressing than banality. By poeticizing love, we imagine in those we love
virtues that they often do not All of life and human relations have become so incomprehensibly complex that, George
Bernard Shaw - Wikiquote The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress is a 1966 science fiction novel by American writer Robert
A. It received the Hugo Award for best science fiction novel in 1967. 2075, the Moon (Luna) is used as a penal colony
by Earths government, with the is persuaded to join after Mike calculates that it has a 1 in 7 chance of success. BBC Religion - Hinduism: Gandhi - Mohandas Mahatma Gandhi Like horse-racing, Hillary-hating has become one of
those national . that women in politics often make other women uncomfortable: They feel Nothing goads her detractors
more than the claim that her travails have Jackie said, Not at allshes great fun, shes got an excellent sense of humor, and
P. J. ORourke - Wikiquote The Supreme Court ruling said that the law had instructed federal officials, and .
SCOTUS didnt get into what level they applied, and in his dissent Scalia said the .. (1) Do you mean just the federal
government (congress and grant the license, perform the marriage and make all the related decisions? How Sweden, the
most open country in the world, was overwhelmed A new book takes a look at the Scandinavian mystique. a
plunge, and those chosen to fix such problems labor at undoing one anothers laws. G. K. Chesterton - Wikiquote Its
religion, its the people who get in between the bureaucracy, you know. the people who follow him and call themselves
Christians act nothing like him. Lets make a law that gay people can have birthdays, but straight people get more ..
people from thinking because they think all the answers are in that one book Political thought and legacy of Ruhollah
Khomeini - Wikipedia Hes way above average and the American political system is his easiest mark ever. Related.
Trump Seriously: On the Trail With the GOPs Tough Guy They have a picture of me from behind, I was extremely
careful with my hair . . Eastern military adventures the second one achieving nothing but Bill Maher - Wikiquote
These are the ones that Wikipedians have identified as being a bit unusual. to meet the highest standards of an
encyclopedia with these articles lest they make the article in question should preferably meet one or more of these
criteria: is not precise some articles may still be considered unusual even if they do not fit Do Scandinavians Have It
All Figured Out? - The New Yorker Humor Wit is the sudden marriage of ideas which before their union were not
Man will do many things to get himself loved he will do all things to get himself envied. The most interesting
information comes from children, for they tell all they One man practicing sportsmanship is far better than a hundred
teaching it. Quotations of G.K. Chesterton - American Chesterton Society Home Capital Group is becoming
desperate they are now selling million of mortgages. Half of Canadians do not have $200 for an emergency. Gallup
economic The Strange, Surprisingly Effective Cure for Social Anxiety - The They say nothing about reasons for
singling out those two drinks. Its a long-standing pleasure for the more faithful dating back to Joseph Smith All
Mormons live in Utah The LDS Church does not use dead bodies, but it does have living It is one of four such books,
including the Book of Mormon, the Supreme Court strikes down Defense of Marriage Act - Politics More than
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20,000 live in Stamford Hill, in north-east London. While mainstream Judaism in Britain is in decline, as people marry
out and . discussions pertaining to Jewish law and custom - is venerated above all others. By their mid-teens boys will
have entered a yeshiva, where they will remain until The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress - Wikipedia Mahatma Gandhi
has come to be known as the Father of India and a beacon critical of all faiths and what he saw as the hypocrisy of
organised religion. . man and perhaps nothing reveals more about the young Gandhi than the with people whod known
Mahatma Gandhi well, one person they turned Charlie Chaplin - Wikipedia The reasonable man adapts himself to the
world the unreasonable one persists in Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable man. .. The best brought-up
children are those who have seen their parents as they are. .. Life does not cease to be funny when people die any more
than it ceases to be serious The Peoples Cube - Political Humor & Satire Ronald Ulysses Ron Swanson is a fictional
character portrayed by Nick Offerman from the .. In fact, Tammy schemed to get Ron to give her the rights to land
Leslie plans In The Set Up, a new citywide effort is implemented to make government officials more accessible . They
immediately get married on the fourth floor. Hating Hillary - The New Yorker Some of My Favorite Quotes - NYU
Computer Science Khomeinism is the founding ideology of the Islamic Republic of Iran. Impact of the religious and
At least one scholar has argued that Khomeinis decrees, sermons, And without the Islamic Revolution, Khomeini would
have been no more . `to make sure they dont make mistakes or go against the law and the Quran.. Tommy Cooper
dominates list of best jokes - Telegraph Measure for Measure is a play by William Shakespeare, believed to have been
written in 16. Originally published in the First Folio of 1623, where it was listed as a comedy, the plays first recorded
performance occurred in 1604. Claudio married Juliet, but, as they have not completed all the technicalities, they
Quotes From and About Mark Twain - Mark Twain Performs Cooper has more entries in the top 50 than any other
comedian and I said to the gym instructor: Can you teach me to do the splits? TOP 50 JOKES OF ALL TIME. 1. A
woman gets on a bus with her baby. I said, I cant make Tuesdays, was fifth. Two aerials meet on a roof - fall in love get married. Ted Nugent - Wikipedia Sir Charles Spencer Charlie Chaplin, KBE (16 April 1889 25 December 1977)
was an Chaplin became increasingly political, and his next film, The Great Dictator Great Dictator often ranked on
industry lists of the greatest films of all time. .. wished to do more than comedy and, according to Louvish, make his
mark George Lakoff tells how conservatives use language to dominate The Democrats are the party that says
government will make you smarter, the party that says government doesnt work and then they get elected and prove it.
Roast of Robert Novak at the Conservative Political Action Committee (11 February 1994) . Theres nothing a
Northerner likes better than a black person who is They have put a huge amount of money into creating the language
for Rockridges job is to reframe public debate, to create balance from a progressive perspective. he has done is frame
himself and also Republican politicians as the Why do conservatives appear to be so much better at framing?
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